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CASE STUDY 1: PARTITIVE GENITIVES

Construc onal contamina on is the effect whereby a subset of instances of a target construc on is
(stoch ally) affected in its realiza on by a contamin construc on, due to a coincidental resemblance
between the superficial strings of these instances and a number of instances of the contamina ng construc on.

Theoretical importance

• Shallow parsing & storage of ready-mades

• Superficial similari es in usage affect grammar

• Horizontal links between construc ons

Methodological importance

• Iden fy new case studies

• Find superficially resembling construc ons

• Apply one of the available quan ta ve measures

CASE STUDY 2: VERBAL CLUSTERS

CASE STUDY 3: WEAK VS. STRONG PRETERITES CASE STUDY 4: LONG VS. BARE INFINITIVES

• Target: ik heb iets verkeerd/iets verkeerds gegeten.
'I have eaten something wrong.'

• Contamina ng: adverbs, ik heb iets verkeerd geïnterpreteerd.
'I have wrongly interpreted something.'

• Target: dat de deur door John gesloten is/is gesloten.
'that the door has been closed by John.'

• Contamina ng: adj + copula, dat de deur lange jd gesloten is. 
'that the door has been shut for a long 

• Target: ik graafde/groef een put.
'I was digging a hole.'

• Contamina ng: encli c 2nd person, waarom graafde een put?
'why are you digging a hole?'

• Target: Als ze de hele les z en te slapen/?z en slapen.
'if they are sleeping throughout the en re class.'

• Contamina ng: Infini vus Pro Pa cipio (IPP): ze hebben de hele
les z en slapen, 'they have slept throughout the en re class.'
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order for auxiliaries zijn ‘be’ and worden ‘become’,
which are also used as copulae
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order for auxiliary hebben ‘have’, which is not used
as a copula
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Materials & Methods

For the first case study, 3018 par ve geni ves were extracted from the ConDiv-corpus (Grondelaers et al. 2000), of which
2700 were marked as strictly unambiguous, 2276 with -s ending and 424 without. Controlling for all factors known to
influence -s omission as well as random lexical preferences, a strong effect of construc onal contamina on was found:
the measure SEMANTIC STRING RESEMBLENCE correlated with a predilec on for -s omission (p < 0.001, Odds Ra o = 4.36).
0

For the second case study, De Su er provided a dataset containing 1440 unequivocal verbal clusters with a par ciple and
the auxiliaries zijn 'be' or worden 'become', of which 1005 in the PARTICIPLE + AUXILIARY order, and 435 in the AUXILIARY +
PARTICIPLE order, as well as 664 verbal clusters with a par ciple and the auxiliary hebben 'have', of which 126 in the
PARTICIPLE + AUXILIARY order, and 538 in the AUXILIARY + PARTICIPLE order. The more o en a verbal par ciple was used as an
adjec ve in other sentences, the stronger it preferred the PARTICIPLE + AUXILIARY order. That is, we found the measure
ADJECTIVENESS to correlate with a preference for this order among auxiliaries zijn 'be' and worden 'become' (p = 0.001,
Odds Ra o = 3.96), and among the auxiliary hebben 'have', though not significantly (p = 0.132, Odds Ra o = 2.54).
.

For the third case study, 3641 instances of alterna ng verbs were extracted from a Twi er corpus compiled by Tom Rue e,
yielding 3490 strong forms and 151 weak forms. Controlling for verb frequency and random lexical preferences, we
found greater weakening in the regions where encli c 2nd persons are part and parcel of the spoken dialects (p =
0.031, Odds Ra o = 0.395). This corroborates earlier findings of Vosters (2012: 242), that were based on elicited data.
.

For the fourth case study, 2766 instances of poten al bare infini ves were extracted from the Sonar-corpus and manually
checked (Oostdijk et al. 2013). In this way, we iden fied 7 bare infini ves where a present plural verb forms a cluster
with an infini ve, thereby rendering the cluster superficially iden cal to a contamina ng IPP-cluster. This contrasts with
2622 long infini ves in the same condi on. We also found 3 bare infini ves where another finite verb and infini ve
form a cluster that superficially resembles, yet is not iden cal to, a contamina ng IPP-cluster. This contrasts with
11,978 long infini ves in the same condi on. Finally, we detected 1 bare infini ve that was not part of a verbal cluster
and was therefore not affected by construc onal contamina on from the IPP-construc on. This contrasts with 13,576
long infini ves in the same condi on. The differences in prevalence of bare infini ves between the first and
second groups and between the first and third groups are both significant, with p < 0.001 (Fisher's exact test).
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